
CMD Corner    

Chapparal Pool Rules 

Yes, our pool rules!  Here in Chapparal we are very fortunate to have such a great pool.  Most 

communities our size aren’t so lucky.   

However, we also have actual written pool rules that are mailed to every household each year 

along with pool access codes.  These rules exist primarily for two reasons, the safety and 

enjoyment of the residents using the pool. Violations of these rules cannot and will not be 

tolerated.   

As always our lifeguards have been doing their best to provide a safe environment for everyone 

to enjoy the pool.  But this year they have had more than their share of problems to deal with.  A 

few residents and guests have violated numerous pool rules, disobeyed lifeguard instructions, 

made threats, and even vandalized our pool area.  On multiple occasions Arapahoe County 

Deputy Sheriffs have had to respond to the more serious incidents and violations of law.  The 

CMD has suspended pool privileges for offending residents and in some cases is pursuing legal 

actions.   Because safety is of paramount importance, the CMD needs to remind residents and 

their guests to please follow the rules and obey the lifeguards.  

CMD Background 

As a bit of background, especially for our new residents, the Chapparal Metropolitan District is 

responsible for the Chapparal pool.  The CMD is one of Colorado’s special districts and is 

funded with taxes and cell tower antenna leases.  Our web site is: 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/chapparalmd.  All Chapparal residents and their guests have 

access to the pool and tennis courts.  Non-Chapparal families may purchase a summer 

membership to the pool.  This year the CMD again contracted with Front Range Recreation to 

manage our pool on a daily basis.  FRR can be contacted at 303-617-0221.  If you have further 

questions about the CMD please contact one of our Board members. Tom Lash is the CMD’s 

primary point of contact for the pool and can be reached at tom.lash@comcast.net or 303-617-

9911. 
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